The second by Holt' used the mercury (Hg"') cascade 9'P, -7'Sy 6 Pp The results satisfied the inequality and were in apparent disagreement with QM. The third, also by Clauser, 6 was recently completed using the same cascade in mercury (Hg"') and the same excitation technique as Holt. The results violated the inequality and were in agreement with QM.
+0.007. An important feature of the experiment was the explicit measurement of the initial density matrix for the cascading atoms.
We have measured the linear polarization correlation of photon pairs from the 7'S,-6'P, -6'Sp cascade of Hg"'. Under appropriate experimental conditions, quantum mechanics (QM) predicts there should be a very strong correlation. The essence of Bell's theorem' is that any local hidden variable (LHV) The second by Holt' used the mercury (Hg"') cascade 9'P, -7'Sy 6 Pp The results satisfied the inequality and were in apparent disagreement with QM. The third, also by Clauser, 6 was recently completed using the same cascade in mercury (Hg"') and the same excitation technique as Holt. The results violated the inequality and were in agreement with QM.
The present experiment used a different cascade, 7'S, -6'P, -6'S, in mercury (Hg"') (see Fig.  1 ). The 7'S, state was populated in a two-step process, i.e. , electron bombardment excitation to the O'P, state followed by absorption of resonant 5461-A radiation from a laser. An diagonal elements are nonzero and all elements are intensity dependent. Kith the intensity reduced to I, -2. 5 mW/cm', our data (Fig. 4) show that the density matrix has the desired form. Coincidence data were obtained using a time-toamplitude converter and a pulse-height analyzer. Figure 5 shows the total coincidence spectrum with 67-, " between the polarizer axes. The total accumulation time for this spectrum was 80 min. To obtain the true coincidences, one must subtract out the accidental coincidence background. Consequently, the error depends on the width of the coincidence window. For our data, minimum error is obtained for a window width of 12 to 14 channels (1.3~). The quality factor, defined by Freedman, ' was Q = 1.03 with the polarizers removed. Figure 6 shows the polarization data for the full 360' together with a least-squares fit. The fitted parameters are in good agreement with the QM prediction, Eq. (5).
From the R"R(22-, "), and R(67-, ') data, we find We observe in the laboratory system that within a 8 = 20' cone around the incident proton direction, the ratio of the average charged multiplicity for proton-aluminum interactions to that for proton-proton interactions is approximately 1 and is independent of missing mass and the transverse momentum of the trigger proton. The experiment was carried out with the rnultiparticle ARGO spectrometer system (MASS). Using two spectrometers, namely the high-momen-
